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IFF TRANSPONDER 

GENERAL 

The AN/APX- 64 IFF (Identification Friend or Foe) radar system consists 
of an airborne receiver-transmitter capable of automatically transmitting 
coded reply signals when challenged by a radar beacon station (Air Traffic 
Control Station). 

The coded reply signals are used by the beacon station to locate and identify 
the aircraft and to continuously track its flight path. The APX-64 is 
generally known as a "transponder" due to its ability to automatically 
transmit a reply in res~se to the received challenge (interr ogation signal). 

A radar beacon station in conjunction with the transponder equipped aircraft 
within its service area form a complete radar beacon system with the air
borne transponders returning reply signals in much the same manner as 
echos are returned in a pulse- echo radar system. 

The APX- 64 transponder is also capable of coding its reply signals to 
correspond to aircraft altitude (al titude reporting). 

AIRCRAFT L"<STALLATION 

The A.:-</ APX-64 radar identiiication systerr. is presently installed on air 
craft AF65-244 and up and on AF61-2775 through AF64- 2-i3 if modified by 
T. 0. 1C-141A-837. Refer to aircraft installation and tie-in drawings for 
components and locations. The present installation provides only wiring 
provisions for the transponder computer and the transponder test set. The 
caution light on the annWlCiator panel will be used in conjunction w.ith the 
transponder computer and is, therefore, temporarily disconnected. The 
AN/ APX-64 system uses input signals from the selected central air data 
computer for altitude coding and from both TACAN systems for signal 
suppression. An audio output signal is wired to the pilot's and copilot's 
interphone system but requires the installation of the transponder com;>uter 
for operation. Input signals from either UHF trans~itter may be used to 
automatically change the reply signal coding each time either system trans
mits . This automatic coding, Identification of Position (IDE NT) operates 
when selected by the APX- 64 control panel. 
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SPECifiCATIONS 

CHARACTERISTIC 

lllput Power Requirements 

AC 

DC 

Hlgb Voltage Circuit 
Protection 

Operating Temperature 
~.?ani98 

OperaUng Altitude 
Ranges 

Receiver Char :l.Cteristios 

15-4 

Frequency 

Frequency s taoill:y 

Frequency cona-ol 

Intermediate frequency 

Bandwidth 

Normal sensitivity 

Low sens!Uv!ty 

Spurious responee 

.. 

SPECIFICATION 

115 volta, 320 to 480 Hz single 
phase; 80 watts at 0. 2 percent 
duty cycle 

28.5 volta, 10 watts 

1 amp. 115-volt A-C circuit 
breaker 

-55°c to +95°C continuous, 
+ l25°C intermittent at sea 
level 

0 (sea level) to 100, 000 feet 

1030 :'11Hz 

=t. 5 )1.!{;: 

Crystal 

59.5 MHz 

7. 0 to 9. 0 MHZ :?.t POint s 6db 
from maximum response 

-i8dbm 

-66 dbm 

Response to signals below 
1010 MHz and abcive 105& 
MH:r. at lea.st 70 db bell)w 
responee at desired fre
quency of 1030 MHz 

\ '0 :... \'I 



SPEC !FICA TIONS (contino.ed) 

CHARACTERISTIC 

Suppression Input 

Amplitude 

Duration 

Polar ity 

Input resistance 

Rise time 

Decay time 

Recovery time 

Transmitter Characteristics 

Frequency 

Frequency stabili :Y 

Power output 

Output Pulses 

Width 

Rise time 

Decay tim~ 

Interrogation Code 

Mode 1 

Mode 2 

Mode 3/ A 

.. 
VOL. VI 

SPECIFICATION 

15 to 70 volts 

1. 5 to 250 usee 

Positive 

2200 ohms 

At least 10 vol ts/ usee 

Peak amplitude to 1. 0 volt 
within 10 usee 

Sensitivity returns to within 
3 db of normal in no more than 
15 usee after: the suppression 
pulse falls to 1 volt. 

1090 MHZ 

=3 i\LHz 

~9 dbw at a cut:; cycle oi 
0 . ::! percent (-6 dbw mln 
unde:- any service conC::1on 
a~- ~ ;JC :'C!?!"!:OJ 

;) . -!5 !:ll . 1 usee 

0 . 05 to 0 . 1 usee 

\! . 05 to 0 . 2 usee 

2 pulses spaced 3 ± 0. l usee 

2 pulses spaced 5 :!: 0. 1 usee 

2 pulses spaced 8 ! 0. 1 usee 

15- 5 



SPECIFICATIONS (continued) 

CHARACTERISTIC 

Test mode 

Mode C 

Mode 4 

, b ter rogation Pulse 

15-6 

C:ha:-uc:eristics of :nodes 
!, ~, 3/ A, Cand T est 

Pulse wiCth 

Rise t ime 

Decay time 

Mode 4 

Pulse width 

Rise time 

Decay time 

SPECIFICATION 

2 pulses spaced 6. 5 ± 0.1 
usee 

2 pulses spaced 21.0 i: 0.1 
usee 

4 sync pulses followed by a 
vacant pulse position, fol
lowed by as many as 32 pulses. 
The spacing from the leading 
edge of any pulse to the lead
ing edge of the succeeding 
pulse is 2 ± 0. 1 usee. An 
Anti-Interference Interro
gation (All) pulse is inserted 
between any consecutive va
cant pulse spaces. Tbe spac
ing of the All pulses is 1 ± 
0.15 microsecond in odd mul
tiples from the leading edge of 
the fourth sync pulse. Recog
niticn-of-lnterference action 
i::; accomplished by sensing t!le 
lack of pulses in the mode -! 

i:lterrogation. 

0.$::0. 1 usee 

Betwee:~ 0 . 05 and 0. 1 usee 

Between 0. 05 and 0. 2 usee 

0. 05 ! 0. 1 usee 

Between 0. 05 and 0. 1 usee 

Between 0. 05 and 0. 2 usee 

VOL. \'! 



SPECIFICATIONS (continued) 

CHARACTERISTIC 

Automatic Overload Control 

Modes I, 2, 3/ A, C, 
Test, I/P ,. emergency 
(Modes 1 and 3/A) •. 

Emergency (Mode 2) 

Reply Pulses 

VOL. VI 

Mode 1 

Mode 2 

Mode 3/A 

Test Mode 

Emergency 

Modes 1 or 2 

.. 

SPEC !FICA TION 

1200 replies/ sec 

800 replies/ sec 

Zero to five information 
and two framing pulses 
spaced 20.3 ± 0. 05 usee 
apart 

Zero to. 12 information 
and two framing pulses 
spaced 20.3 ± 0. 05 usee 
apart 

Zero to 12 information 
and two framing pulses 
spaced 20. 3 ± 0 . 05 usee 
and the I/ P pulse 

Zero to 12 infor mation 
and two iraming p..:lses 
spaced 20 .3:!: 0. 05 usee 
apart 

Selected code appears in 
the first pulse train fol
lowed by three sets of 
framing pulses, each 
framing pulse spaced 
24.65 t o. 10, 44. 95 ± 
0.15, 49.30:: 0. 20, 
69.60;!:0.25, 73 . 95± 
o. 30, and 94.25 ± 0. 35 
usee from the first fram
ing pulse of the first train . 
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SPECIFICATIONS (continued) 

CHARACTERISTIC 

Mode 3/A 

I/P 

Model 

Mode 2 or Mode 3/ A 

Auxilliary Trigger 

Pulse width 

Amplitude 

Rise time 

Decay tune 

Polarity 

1 
Suppression Output 

15-8 

Polarity 

Amplitude 

Swttime 

.. 

SPEC !FICA TION 

Code 7700 appears in the 
first pulse train followed 
by three sets of framing 
pulses as above. 

Selected code appears twice, 
the second reply train spaced 
24. 65 :!: 0. 1 usee between the 
leading edges of the first 
framing pulses 

Selected code appears in the 
first pulse train followed by 
a single pulse ·spaced 24. 65 . 
:!: 0. 1 usee from the first 
framing pulse. 

0.3 to 1.5 usee 

15 to 30 volts across 90 :: 
10 ohms 

0. 1 usee or less 

0. 2 usee or less 

Positive 

Positive 

20 volts min , 50 \'Olts max 
with a 300-ohm load resistor 
in parallel with 1850-uui 
capacitor. 

Pulse reac;hes 20 volts 
minimwn by the time an 
RF output pulse bas reached 
10 percent of its amplitude . 

VOL. VI 



SPECIFICATIONS (continued) 

CHARACTERISTIC SPECIFICATION 

.. Stop time Suppression output is less 
than 5 volts, 5 usee after 
the last RF framing pulse 
of the reply train has fallen 
to 50 percent amplitude. 
(The first framing pulse is 
always followed by a second 
framing pulse for the purpose 
o{ this requirement.) Sup-
pression output is also less 
than 5 volts, 5 usee after 
each RF output pulse (re-
suiting from the auxiliary 

.... " 
trigger or M.ode 4 input) has 
fallen to 50 percent ampli-
tude. 

Interrogation Side-Lobe ' 
Suppression Control 

Pulse width 0. 8 :r 0 . 1 usee for ~lodes l , 
2, 3/ A, C, or Tes t; 0. 5 : i 

I 
I 

0.1 usee for Mode -1. I 
I 

Pulse position I 2. 0 : 0 . 15 usee af:e:- ;!:<:' ; 
' ! f irst pulse of a ,\loce ! , ~, I 3/ A, C, or Test interroga- I tion, or 8. 0: 0. 15 usee 

after the first pulse ci a ' 
Mode 4 interrogation. 

Rise time Between o. 05 and 0.1 usee 
I 

Decay time Between 0. 05 and 0. 2 usee 

Pulse frequency 1030 ;t 0.2 MHz 

Mode 4 Reply Input 

Pulse width 0. 3 to 0. 7 usee 

Amplitude 3 to 6. 5 volts across 90 '± 
10 ohms 

VOL. VI 15-9 



SPECIFICATIONS (continued) 

CHARACTERISTIC SPECIFICATION 

.. 
Rise time 0.1 usee or less 

Decay time . 0. 25 usee or less 

Polarity Positive 

Mode 4 Disparity Input 

Duration 0. 3 to 1. 0 usee 

Amplitude 3 to 6. 5 volts across 90 :!: 
10 ohms 

Rise time 0. 15 microsecond maximum 

Decay time 0 . 5 microsecond maximum 
~ . 

Polarity Positive 

Mode 4 Trigger 

Duration 0. 5 to 3 usee 

Amplitude 1. 5 to 25 volts across 90 ± 
10 ohms I 

Rise time 0 . l usee or less I 

I • Decay time • . 0 usee or less 
l ~ 
I Polarity Positive : 

I Mode 4 Video 
I 
I Duration 0. 4to0.6usec 

Amplitude 1. 5 to 5 volts across 90 t 
10 ohms 

Rise time 0. 1 usee maximum 

Decay time 0. 2 usee maximum 

Polarity Positive 

Mode 4 Computer Reset 
Trigger 

Duration 0. 3 to 10 usee 

15-10 VOL. \"I 



SPECIFICATIONS (continued) 

CHARACTERISTIC SPECIFICATION 

Amplitude 6 to 10 volts across 1000 
ohms ± 10 percent 

Rise time 0.25 usee maximum 

Decay time 5. 0 usee maximum . 
Polarity Positive 

SYSTEM OPERATION 

BEACON SYSTEM-GENERAL -In order to better understand the purpose and functions of the circuits within the 
APX-64 transponder, it is necessary to become familiar with the general opera
tion of a complete radar beacon system, of which the APX-64 is a part. 

A radar beacon consits of a base station containing an interrogator and its asso
ciated display equipment. The interrogator generates a group of radio-frequency 
pulses called the interrogation signal and transmits these signals from a direc
tional antenna. At the same time, the interrogator generates a trigger pulse to 
initiate the sweep of an electron bea.in across the face of a cathode ray display tube. 
The transmitted beam :ravels outward until it reaches the air!:lorne APX- G.; 
transponder. The transponder receives the interrogation signal and immediately 
transmits a group of radio frequency pulses called the reply signal. The reply 
signal travels back to the base station where it is received and displayed as a 
bright spot (or s;>ots) on the display scope. Since radio frequency energy tr:~.vels 
through space at a constant rate (one mile in 6.18 usee), the distance between the 
base station and the transponder-equipped aircraft can be determined by measur
ing the time between the transmitted interrogation and the received reply. The 
electron beam moves at a linear rate across the face of the display scope which 
may be calibrated in time per inch, or better still, miles per inch giving a visual . 
indication of distance. 

The interrogation signal is transmitted by a highly directional antenna, therefore 
the APX-64 will only respond when the antenna is pointed toward the aircraft. The 
position or bearing of the aircraft from the base station may be determined by 
noting the position of the antenna when replies are received. Aircraft position in
formation is derived by synchronizing the display scope sweep position with the 

.. 
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position of the antenna . The sweep will then always move from the center of the 
screen in the same direction as the antenna is facing. The antenna may then be 
ro tated through an arc of 360 degrees and each transponder- equipped aircraft 
will appear as a bright spot on the screen as the antenna beam sweeps across its 
path. 

The operation thus far is identical with that of a pulse-echo radar system except 
that the returned signals are transmitted at high power from the aircraft rather 
than a reflection (echo) of ·the base station signal. The transponder method of 
r eturning signals allows the beacon system to operate at long ranges and under 
noise conditions that would render an equally powered pulse-echo system inoper
able. 

The unique feature of the radar beacon system is in its ability to selectively 
identify the aircraft within its range. Identification is accomplished by the coding 
of both the base station interrogation signals and the transponder reply signals . 
The coding, or pulse spacing, of the interrogation signal indicates the "mode" of 
operation. The airborne transponders can be manually set to accept only signals 
of a selected mode and reject or re!rJ.in from replying to all others. The coding 
of the reply signals is also manually set on the transponder to convey information 
back to the base station. 

Decoding circuits within tbe base station evaluate the coded reply and allow the 
O!)er :uor to select specific r ej::lies to be displayed. T!tey a!so allow select:cr. of 
the type of display, corresponding to the coding of the signal. In this manner, 
:he operator may identify the aircraft without replying on voice or ot~er types of 
~on~:r.u!'!ication. 

U :lC~A;""T W I TH 

iR~NSPON~!~ ~N 

AIRCRAFT WITHOUT----~~--~ 

TRANSPONDER ~-----

.:.I~C;(:,:-T •..J:':'H 

, -ilA::>AP !AS( ~I !\;: 

\ 

)e~ 1) 
'-A t RCRArT WIT~ 

TRANSPONO£R :N 

THE CORRECT COOt 

AIRCRAFT WITH 
TRANSPONDER 

IN 1/P 
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The typical base station presentation consists of one pattern for transponder
equipped aircraft with unwanted signal coding, another for correctly coded re
plies and another for an emergency reply. A fourth change in presentation is 
produced when the aircraft is instructed to Identify its Position (I/P). Thi's 
causes a short duration change in the reply pattern, initiated at the transponder, 
a1_1d usually lasting !rom 20 to 30 seconds. 

A conventional pulse echo radar is usually synchronized with the beacon system 
to provide a display of all aircraft in the area whether transponder-equipped or 
-not. 

AffiBORNE SYSTEM GENERAL 

The APX-64 IFF radar system forms the, airborne link in the radar beacon system. 
The interrogation signal from the base station is received by the antenna and 
coupled to the receiver-transmitter unit. The interrogation signal passes through 
the preselector in the receiver to a crystal mixer. A local oscillator signal also 
passes through the preselector and is hetrodyned with the received signal in the 
mixer. The resultant intermediate frequency is amplified by the IF amplifier and 
coupled to the detector. The detector removes the higlr frequency components of 
the signal and couples the resultant video• pulses to the decoder. The decoder in 
conju'lction with the control circuits determines that the interrogation is valid and 
supplies. an output signal to the coder. The coder in conjunction with the control 
circuits generates a group of reply pulses. The reply pulses from the coder are 
amplified by the modulator to a level sufficient to trigger the transmitter. The 
transmitter produces an RF pulse for each input trigger and couples the RF reply 
signal :hro:Jgb the preseiector to the antenna. The antenna radiates the signal 
back to the base station. 

Proper opera:ior. of tne APX depends on the coding of both the r eceived interrv
gatlon s ignal a~d the transmitted r eply signal. . The APX-64 IFF Radar System 
can automatically transmit a coded reply in response to a received interrogation 
signal if the signals bas the proper characteristics of the mode selected. Any of 
s ix dii!erent modes may be selected by switches on the control panel, b~.:t oniy 
four of these :nodes are used with the radar beacon system in the present APX-6-1 
installation. The four active modes (1, 2, 3A, and C) consist of a pair of •) .8 usee 
pulses, the spacing of which corresponds tto the selected mode. The TEST mode is 
used for maintenance checks and Mode -1 :requires the installation of a transponder 
computer for operation. Pulse width and spacing for each of the six modes is 
illustrated in the Interrogation Pulses diagram. 

If an interrogation signal is received which corresponds to the mode selected, a 
selected coded reply signal will be generated. MODE l and MODE 3/ A reply codes 
are selected on the control panel. Mode 2 reply coding is preset by knobs on the 
front of the receiver transmitter. Mode C coding is controlled by an altitude 

VOL. VI 
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digitizer within the Central Air Data computer: system and corresponds to air
craft barometric altitude. Mode 4 code will be generated within the external 
computer when installed. 

The reply signal, or pulse train consists of accurately spaced information pulses 
between two reference or framing pulses. This pulse train may consist of a max
imum of 14 pulses (12 information pulses and 2 framing pulses) or a minimum of 
two pulses (framing pulses only). The framing pulses are spaced 20. 3 usee apart. 
The spacing between the information pulses (I! all are present) is l. 45 usee . The 
actual spacing between information pulses and the number of pulses is determined 
by the coding of the reply signal. 

f1 C1 A 1 C2 A2 C4 A4 81 01 B2 ~ 84 04 r2 

1.45 a StC TY~ ICA L 

1+-..------- 20.3 a H C 

·For code- identification purposes, the 12 information pulses are divided into four 
lettered groups A, B, C, and D. Each lettered group ha.:; three pulses which are 
identified by a sub number I, 2, or 4. The MODE 1 code (selected on the contrcl 
panel) is designated by code numbers 00 through 7::. Five iniorm:..t!cn pulses a!·~ 
used in Mode l. These ue Al, A2, .H, Bl, and B2. The code digtt assigned m 
the lettered group is a number equal to the group. For example, if 62 is selectd . 
the information pulses Cor the " 3" digit would be.;,~ - ..\,.; : ?. ;!"Jcr:r.a:lon ;>t.:.~.:-
82 would be present for :he second digit of t!lE: cocie. ~Icc~ 2 3nd :\looe 3 .>H:t e~s <: 

all 12 information pulses and the code numbers aval:able in these maces arc 1)000 
through 7777 which correspond to pulse groups A, B, C, and D respectively . 
Mode 1 has 32 possible codes and modes 2 and :. / .>. ha"e -i09f> possible codes. 
Mode C uses pulses from each lettered group with the exception of the Dl and D:! 
pulses. II the D4 pulse Is present in tbe mode C reply, an additional pulse wlii 
be added to the reply train 4. 35 usee after the last framing pulse. A TEST mode 
interrogation initiates the generation of a mode 3, A coc!ed reply. 

Tbe system provides a means of cbanging tbe reply coding for aircraft identifi
cation purposes (I/P reply). Tbis feature is used when a group of aircraft are 
being interrogated in the same area and it is desired to single out one aircraft 
from the group. An I/P reply is initiated on r equest by the base station operation. 
Tbe mode 1 I/P reply consists of two complete pulse trains with 4. 35 usee spac
Ing between each train. The Mode 2 and Mode 3/ A I/P reply consists of a single 
pulse train followed by an additional pulse spaced -!. 35 usee after the last framing 

.. 
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pulse. Only these three rrodes pro
vide an I/P function. The I/P rep ly 
signal is initiated by placing the 
IDENT-OUT- MIC switch in the 
."IDENT" position. The system will 
then 'automatically transmit the I/P 
reply when interrogated for approx
imately 30 seconds after the switch 
is r.eleased. If the switch is placed 
in the "MlC" position the I/P funct
ion will be initiated each time either 
UHF transmitter is keyed. 

An emergency reply provision is 
also available in modes 1, 2 or 3/ A. 
The Mode 1 or Mode 2 emergency 
reply consists of one pulse train followed 'by three sets of framing pulses with~ . 35 
usee spacing between each set. The mode 3/ A emergency reply is a singie reply 
train with a coding of 7700 followed by three sets of framing pulses r egard less of 
the code set on the control box. Tbe emergency reply is initiated by pi:lcing the 
function switch on the control panel in the "E:.\1ERG" (emergency) position. 

DESCRIPTIO;:.! AND OPERATION 

FUNCTION OF CONTROLS AND IND!CATORS. 

ITEM 

Master Switch 

15-16 
. , 

IFF CONTROL PANEL 

"OFF:" Aii pow2:- is !"e :':lo\'ed i:· -;, :-:1 H.o;e s·:ste~: 

except for panel lig;1 ting. 
"STBY:" Operating power is appli~j ar:d the 
system is !"e.:J.~:: fo;; !::::r.ed1ate ope !·~:io!'l t.':hen 
the MASTER sw!:ch is set to " LQ.,v .. or ":-iOR:I:. ·· 
''LOW:" Receiver- transmitter operates on low 
sensitivity. 

"NORM:'' Receiver-transmitter <.lt)erates on 
normal sensitivity. 

"EMERG' ' system transmits an ~mergency 
reply when interrogated . 

\'OL. \'I 



DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION (continued) 

FUNCTION OF CONTROLS AND 1.1'\'DICATORS. 

.. 

I 
I 

ITEM 

IDENT-OUT-1\UC 
Switch 

MODE 1 TEST-QN
OUT Switch 

·•. 

MODE 2 TEST-ON
OUT Switch 

:I!ODE 3 TEST-') ~:
Ot: T S\\' :;c!l 

I NIODE c TEST-Ot-i-
1 Ot:T Switch 

MODE 1, 2, :;, C 
REPLY indicator 
light 

VOL. VI •. 

IFF CONTROL PANEL 

SETTING AND FUNCTION 

"!DENT" sets a code into the MODE 1 and 
MODE 3 coder group selector control wh1ch 
enables the system to generate coded replies 
for modes 1 through 3. 
"OUT" disables the I/P function. 
"MIC" transfers control of the I/ P junction 
to a remote control. 

"TEST" energizes the ''go, no-go" airborne 
transponder i.nflight tester which generates 

MODE 1 interrogations • . 
"ON" enables the MODE 1 function. 
"OUT" disables the :MODE 1 function. 

"TEST'' energizes the "go, no-go" airborne 
transponder inilight tester which generates 
mode 2 interrogations. 
··o:-:" enables the :I!ODE 2 funct!on. 
"Ol'T" disables the :IIODE 2 func~ion. 

'T:ST'' ~~e !"gizes ~::e "&o . no-go·· :1ir bor~e 
· --nsp~ .. .. . ;,.. .... ,_;; . .-... . te ..... A ... \Vhl.C"" •7 1\" ..lo ,...., •e • ., .. .,. v •• ~ ... . _._. ••:t"" -""'.. .1 . 0 ....... 110 .... . ~ 

~lODE 3 interrogat~ons. 
"ON" enables the MODE 3 func tion . 
"Ot:!" cis ab!cs the :.!ODE 3 f~.<r.ct!on . 

"TEST" tests the a ltitude reporting mode. 
"ON" enables the MODE C function. 
"OCT" d1sa!:llc.s the :IIOD£ C function. 

Lights to indicate s atisfactory operation of 
the transponder fot· s elf-test of MODES 1, 
:! , 3, and C and for morutoring proper r e
sponse to any interrogation. 

15- 17 



DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION (continued) 

FUNCTION OF CONTROLS AND INDICATORS. 

IFF CONTROL PANEL 

ITEM SETTING AND FUNCTION 

MODE 4 Enables operation of MODE 4. 
Z ERO- B-A- HOLD Switch 

MODE 4 Switch Up and locked position enables the 
MODE 4 f!Wlction. 

MODE 4 AUDIO-QUT
LIGHT 

' ""!- • 

MODE 4 REPLY 
indicator light 

RAD TEST-OUT
MONITOR Switch 

MODE 1 code selector 
control 

MODE 3 code selector 

15-18 
. , 

Unlocked and moved to "OUT" disables 
the MODE 4 function. 

"AUDIO" enables both visual and audio 
reply indications. 
"OUT" disables the MODE 4 indication 
function of the system. 
"LIGHT" enables the visual indication 
of the system. 

Lights to indicate when MODE 4 replies 
are made with MODE 4 indication switch 
to ''AUDIO" or "LIGHT" position. 

"RAD TEST" energizes the test moce 
feature during check- out with the tes: 

··ou-r·· de-er.ergizes the test mode 
feature. 
"MONITOR'' energiZes the monitor 
circuits of the "go, no-go" airbor!'le 
transponder iniligbt tester and causes 
the self-test REPLY indicator light to 
go on when a reply is made to interro
gations in any mode. 

Permits selection of coded reply for 
MODE l interrogations. 

Permits selection of coded reply for 
MODE 3 interrogations • 
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RECEIVER CffiCUITS 

The received interrogation signal is coupled to the Radio Frequency (RF) module 
in the receiver-transmitter. The 1030 MHz signal passes through a low pass 
filter (fL- 1) to the first of three receiver bandpass filters (21, 22, 23) in the 
preselector assembly. These filters are tuned to 1030 MHz allowing the interro
gation signal to pass and blocking undesired off-frequency signals. The received 
signal from the preselector is coupled to the crystal mixer (CR-2) where it is 
hetrodyned with an internally generated signal from the local oscillator. 

The crystal controlled local oscillator (Q1) generates a 108. 95 MHz signal. The 
signal is doubled in the frequency doubler stage (Q2) to 217.9 MHz. A harmonic 
generator (CR-3) cUps and distorts the 217.9 MHz signal producing many harmonic 
components. A driver bandpass filter (Z '-4) in the preselector assembly couples 
the 5th harmonic component 1089.5 MHz ~hrough to the crystal mixer (CR-2). 

The received interrogation signal when heterodyned in the crystal mixer with the 
local oscillator signal, will produce a difference frequency component of 59.5 MHz 
which is coupled out to the intermediate frequency IF module·. 

Another function of the RF module is to couple the reply signal from the trans
mitter module to the antenna. A portion of this signal is detected by the trans
mitter monitor crystal CR-1 and coupled through a low pass iilter (FL- 2) to t!:e 
test module. 

The 59.5 "'!Hz signal !rom the RF module is coup led to \he first of three du:ll
transistor cascode-amplifier stages in the IF module. A gain control circu1: :n 
me first cascode stage (Q1, Q2) receives an adjustable LOW SE::-IS signal f:-om the 
control pane l and the Automatic Overload Cor. trol \AOC) signa! from the :-eiere::<:e 
signal generator module. The LOW SE);S control signal when present redaccs !r 
gain approximately 12 db. The AOC signal automatically reduces I.F ga1:-a wnen the 
interrogation rate becomes excessive thereby permitting only the strongest sig:ml3 
to be P.ccepted by the APX -64. 

Another gain control circuit is located in the second cascode stage (Q3, Q-1) and !'. 
r eceives its signal from the gain control amplifier Q5. The galn control ampliiier 
receives an adjustable normal gaia coatrol signal to control IF gala. Both normal 
gain and low-seas gain may be adjusted by potentiometers oa the front of the 
equipment chassis. 

The output of the secor.d cascode stage is coupled through the third cascode stage 
(Q6, Q7) to the detector and video processiag circuits. The 59.5 MHz signal is 
coupled through a final, . single transistor, amplifier stage (Q1) to the detector 
(CR-2). The detector stage removes the 59.5 MHz signal componeat leaving the 
video pulse envelope . 

.. 
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The video signal is amplified by Q2 and split into two separate paths. One signal 
path is through video amplifier Q3 and delay line driver Q4. The output of Q4 is 
coupled into the delay line and into the SIF video AND gate.. The signal is delayed 
0. 55 usee and applied as a second input to the AND gate. The SIF AND gate re
jects signals that are not wider than 0. 55 microseconds, thus eliminating noise 
spikes. The third SIF video AND gate input is developed in the echo suppression 
circuits. 

The second output of the video amplifier Q2 is coupled to the echo suppression 
level detector Q6. When a pulse is received, it is coupled to the output of QS 
and also sets the threshold level of this stage. The threshold, once set, slowly 
returns to zero in approximately 8 microseconds. Any succeeding video pulse 
that does not exceed the amplitude of the variable threshold will not be coupled 
to the output. Echo signals are low amplitude signals that are received slightly 
after the interrogation pulses and are produced by the reflection of the base 
station from adjacent objects. Since these signals are low in amplitude and 
coupled into the echo suppression level detector before the threshold has returned 
to zero, they are not coupled to the output. 

A side lobe suppression pulse (discussed in more detail later), if present ill the 
interrogation signal, will occur 2 usee after an i.nterrogation pulse and therefore 
will arrive before the threshold has returned to zero. If this pulse is at least 
9 db below the level of the first interrogation pulse it will not be coupled to the 
output. The removal of the side lobe suppression pulse indicates that the inter
rogation signal is from the main lobe (va.lid signal) to the base station antenna. 

The output pulses from QS are amplified by the echo suppression amplifier Q7 
and shaped by pulse shaper Q8. The pulses are then amplified by the inverter 
Q9 and coupl~::d to the inputs of both the SIF A..'<D gate and the M.f Al\"D gate. 

The coi.ncident output pulse from the SIF AND gate is amplified by inverter Q5, 
shaped by a pulse shaping circuit and coupled out to the decoder module 0 

The two inputs to the mc,j e 4 A.'ID gate, .in addition to the echo suppression pulse, 
are from the 0. 25 and the 0. 55 usee dela:y line taps. The delay line inputs pre
vent coincidence of pulses that are not at least 0. 3 usee wide (0. 55-0.25 = 0. 30) and 
thereby elimiMte noise spikes from the mode 4 video signal. The output of the 
M4 AND gate is amplified by QlO and coupled out to the decoder module. 

DECODING CIRCUITS 

The video interrogation pulses from the receiver circuits are coupled into the 
decoder circuits. The decoder examines the spacing between the pulses to 
determine the mode of the signal. If the signals are on the mode(s) selected by 
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the control panel, gating signals will be produced. The gating signals initiate 
the generation of a coded reply llignal in the coder circuits. 

The mode recognition circuits are similar in operation and, therefore, only Mode 
1 circuits will be discussed. A valid mode 1 interrogation signal from the re
ceivet' circuits will consist of two video pulses spaced 3 usee apart. Refer to the 
system specifications for pulse spacing and tolerances for each of the six avail
able modes. 

The mode 4 video output signal from 'the receiver circuits is coupled to a l. 0 
us.ec signal switch that produpes a sharply defined 1. 0 usee output pulse for each 
received interrogation pulse. The pulses are then coupled to the input of the de
lay line within the delay line module. Each input pulse travels down the delay 
line and is picked off at various taps. The delay taps used in the mode 1 recog
nition c ircuits are 0.35, 3.0 and 3.55 microseconds. Tire delayed signals are 
then coupled back to the decoder module. 

The first interrogation pulse (Pl) arrives at the delay line input at the same time 
the SIF video pulse from the receiver circuits arrives at the mode l coincidence - . 
AND gate. Since two simultaneous inputs are required to ;>roduce an A.:-ID gate 
output no output is produced at this time. 

Three microseconds later, the delayed Pl pulse from the delay line module 
arrives at the AND gate input in time 'coincidence with the 1.mdeiayed last 
interrogation pulse P3 (SIF video). A mode 1 coincident pulse is then coupled 
to the mode 1 enaole A:SD go.te. Since we assume that "~·!ODE l " was stJ!ecteci 
on the control panel, the second A:-<D gate (enable} Input will be present. Tbe 
outp:~t s ignal then triggers the mode 1 gate genera:or which is a bistable mult!
vibr:uor . The gate gener:l!:>r s·.v!tc::cs which begins or ini:iales the 1pan:; s :!J
nals . 

To Insure that the pulse spacing is within tolerance, Inhibit signals are app!led 
to the mode 1 coincidence A::-ID gate and wiil pren•nt or inhibit the output when 
present. Inhibit pulses are r eceived from the 0 . 35 and the 3. 55 usee delay line 
taps. Tllese pulses are coupled througll their respective OR gates to a mit the 
time period in which a mode 1 coincident output may be developed. If the last 
interrogation pulse is spaced too close or too f:l!' away (out of !olerance) fr :1m 
the first pulse, the inhibit pulses will prevent the generation of a mode gat~ 
trigger. Various suppression pulses are also coupled to the inhibit lines and 
will prevent the decoding o( all interrogations when present. 

One output from the mode gate generator is coupled out to the coder circuits. 
The other output signal is coupled to a clock enable AND gate and to a clock 
oscillator. The clock osc11lator is gated on and generates a series of pulses 
spaced 1.45 usee apart. The clock pulses arc coupled to a pulse shaping signal 
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switch and to the stop trigger AND gate. The clock pulses trigger the signal 
switch which pr oduces a sharply defl.iled 0. 4 usee output pulse for each input 
clock pulse. These pulses are then coupled through the clock enable AND gate 
to the coder module. 

The co<!er module counts the pulses and returns an output pulse when the fif
teenth clock pulse is generated. · This pulse triggers the pause generator which 
inhibits the pulse shaping signal switch for approximately 2 usee and also appUes 
a gat~ to the stop trigger AND gate. Assuming the other two inputs (24-o, 25-0) 
are present, the stop trigger AND gate will produce an output pulse when the six
teenth clock pulse is generated. The coincident pulse Is coupled through an OR 
gate and resets the mode 1 gate generator. The-stop pulse is also coupled 
through another OR gate to trigger the "de lay time multi vibrator" (DTMV) which 
produces an inhibit pulse preventing any further decoding for 100 usee. When 
the system Is in "IDENT" the 24-o signal from the coder will not be present and 
the mode gate is allowed to run for another coder period. When the gystem Is in 
"EMERG, " both the 24-o and 25-o signals from the coder are not present and the 
gate will be extended to cover three additional coding cycles. 

The clock gate signal from the mode l gate generator is also ·applied to a uni
junction reset trigger gener ator that will produce an output pulse approximately 
250 usee after the beginning of the moae gate. This pulse will reset the mode 
gate generator i! for some reason the normal resetting stop pulse is not generated. 

The stop pulse signal is also coupled to the coder to re- enable the 24-o and z5-o 
;.JU13e generators if these pulses have been removed due to "IDE:-;T" or "El\IERG" 
operation. 

:~. 5'-l!r.f:l?.t!t'n, t:le cecoding opera:1on Involves circu.!ts in the decoder , delay line, 
r e.:.:rer.ce 3!g:1a1 ;tenerator :tnd .:ocer :nodul<!s t.: co:nplete its fu:~ction. ~lode 

enable stgna!s f:-om ~e control panel are also required. The decoding f~nctlon 
pro,·ides a mode gate sig!llll corresponding to the mode selected and a series of 
urecise ly spacod ~lock pu!ses t:> the coder module each time a valid interrogation 
is rccetved. The lengtn of tho! gate, :~nd consequent ly , the number of clock pulses 
supplied depend on stgnais from the coder module that are pr oduced by counting 
the clock pulses and by the 1/ P or emergency control signals. The clock pulses 
and mode gates are termir.:J.:ed :1nd in~ibltcd by a stop trigger at the end of the 
coding eye le. 

The decoder module also contains circuits used In conjunction with the exter nal 
computer in providing complete mode 4 operation. These circuits operate warn
ing l!gnts to indicate mode -4 operation. The mode 4 REPLY light will lllwninate 
wnen the computer generated reply signal is transmitted. The mode 4 caution 
lights will Illuminate when a mode 4 inter rogation Is received and no reply i8 
transmitted. An audio s ignal is also i)r ovlded to indicate that a mode 4 signal 
has been decoded . 
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SIDE LOBE SUPPRESSION CIRCUITS 

Side Lobe Suppression (SLS) is a process of interrupting the decoding process 
and preventing the APX- 64 from replying to side lobe signals from the base 
station antenna. Side lobes are low amplitude "splash over" signals that are 
radiated in directions other tban the main lobe directional beam. These unde
sirable signals cannot be completely eliminated and can cause the APX-64 to 
reply at the wrong time, thus obscuring the bearing information. To enable the 

.APX-64 to sense side lobe interrogations the base station transmits an omni 
directional SLS pulse (P2) two microseconds after the first interrogation pulse . 
The amplitude of the SIS pulse is approximately equal to the side lobes. The 
APX-64 compares the amplitude relationship between the received Pl and P2 
pulses. If the interrogation is valid (main lobe) the Pl pulse will be many times 
larger in ampl!tude than the P2 pulse (at least 9 db) and the interrogation is 
accepted. If the Pl pulse is from a side lobe it will be equal to or smaller in 
amplitude than the P2 pulse and the- interrogation is rejected. 

Side lobe detection circuits in the APX-64 generate a ditch shaped waveform for 
eacb,..input pulse. The depth of the ditch is determined by the amplitude of the 
pulse. Any succeeding pulse that does not exceed the amplitude of the ditch will 
not be coupled to the output. If a side lobe interrogation is received, the P2 
pulse will be large with respect to the Pl pulse and will be coupled to tbe output . 
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The pulses from the SLS detection circuit are applied to the decoder where an 
SLS gate generator will be triggered wilen the P2 pulse is present. The SLS 
gate circuit will produce 3 35 usee suppression pulse to prevent a reply from 
being generated. 
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The SLS trigger is produced in the same manner as the mode trigger (previous
ly discussed). The delayed Pl pulse will be coincident with the P2 pulse to trig
ger the SLS gate generator . 

.. ENCODING PROCESS 

Encoding the reply signal is a process of producing a train of precisely spaced 
pulses, the number of which is manually selected on the APX-64 controls. A 
reply train is produced for each valid interrogation received by the system. 
The mode gate generator in the decoder initiates the generation of a series of 
pulses spaced 1. 45 usee apart from a clock pulse generator. The c lock pulses 
are applied to a series of scalers which are in effect frequency dividers . Each 
scaler is an electronic switch that changes its state (switches) each time it re
ceives a "positive going" input pulse. The outputs of the scalers are then ap
plied to a pulse enabling matrix that will allow the selected clock pulses to ap
pear at the output. The selection of output pulses is provided by control signals 
corresponding to the code "selected. For example, suppose three output pulses 
with 1. 45 usee between the first and the second and 2. 9 usee between the second 
and-the third are desired. 

The first pulse will be produced when the outputs B and E of the scalers are 
positive and a pulse No. 1 enable signal is provided. Similarly, pulses ~o. 2 
and No. 3 will be produced when scaler outputs C and D, plus C and E are pos i
tive and the corresponding enable signals are present. The coi:1cident positive 
signals from each AND gate are differentiated, producing a spike at the time of 
coincidence. These spikes are the generated reply traiu r:1at wi!l be ·~seC: to 
trigger the transmitter. 

The actual encoding circui:s used in the APX-6-t comain t:Jr ee (H:l:;e-·~c:.:n::~.; 

scale rs that produce two outputs each. All the ze~o ou:j)u~s are posit:;•e a::c a E 
the one outputs are negative at the beginning of the eilcodir,g count down. The 
scaler output chart indicates the condition of the sbc output terl:linals at ,·arious 
stages of the count dow a. Only the positive (1) outj)u~s are operating sig::als i:: 
the time matrix A~D gates. From the chart and the eacoder block diagram no te 
the process of enabling the fourteen time matrL'< A.."<D gates in stepped sequence 
as the count down progresses. Each time, matrix AND gate requires an addit
ional pulse-enabling signal that is produced bv the code select knobs on :he cor.
trol panels, or by the altitude coding computer. Mode gates from the decode!" 
module must also be present to enable the pulse selecting c ircuits t.:> enable the 
various pulses. 

Automatic enabling or disabling of the time matrix and gates is controlled by 
signals from the I/P and emergency control circuits in the reference slgnal 
generator. When "EMERG" is selected on the control panel and a mode 3/ A 
interrogation signal is received and decoded, a control signal is produced to 
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automatically ena ble all A and B time matrices and disable a ll C and D time 
matrices. This produces a 7700 output code regardless of the code selected by 
the MODE 3/ A control !mobs. The second control signal input will disable all 
information pulses when present and the F2 disable control signal will remove 
the second framing pulse when present. 

I/ P AND EMERGENCY CONTROL CffiCUITS 

The I/ P and emergency control circuits g-enerate signals that change the genera
te-d reply signal. Closing either the IDENT or the EMERG switch on the contra! 
panel or by having the D4 pulse .enabled by the external altitude coding computer 
will initiate the reply code change. The acti.la.l changes that take place· depend on 
the mode of the received interrogation signal. 
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If either the IDENT switch is closed or the mode C D4 pulse is enabled, the mode 
gate will stay open long enough for two c'omplete coding cycles. The IDENT switch 
operates with a received model, mode 2 or mode 3A interrogation and the mode C 
D4 enable operates with a received mode C interrogation. 

If'lhe EMERG switch is closed the mode gate will stay open long enough for four 
complete coding cycles. 

Mode gate extension is produced by triggering the 25 scaler and/or the 24 scaler 
in the. coder module at the end of the first generated reply train. If the 24 scaler 
is triggered the gate will stay open two coding cycles and If both the 24 and the 
25 scalers are triggered the gate will stay open for four coding cycles. When 
either scaler is in the set or triggered state the gate stop generator in the decoder 
module is disabled. Disabling the stop trigger ge~erator yrevents normal gate 
stoppage at the end of the first reply train. The 2 and 2° scalers will be retrig
gered at the proper time changing them back to the reset state thereby re-enab
ling the gate stop generator. Therefore, the first function of the I/P and emer
gency control circuits is to trigger the 24 and 25 scalers at the proper time to 
produce the required mode gate extension. 

The second function of the I/ P and emergency control circuits is to supply control 
signals to the code enable matrix in the coder module. These control circuits 
will automatically enable and/or disable the required information and framing 
pulses to correspond to the desired reply. 

Before proceeding with the discussion of mode gate extension a brief r eview of 
normal mode gate generation will be given. 

When an inte r rogation s ignal is decoded a t:-igger pulse is ·supplied to the mode 
gate generator multi vibra tor . The mode gate generator changes to the set s tate 
which begins the mode ga te. The mode gate signal enables the clock pulse gen
erator which produces a series of pulses spaced 1.45 usee apart. Each clock 
pulse is one coun! in ~he coding cycle count down. The mode gate also enables 
the scaler trigger AND gate and allows the clock pulses to trigger the pulse 
counting scalers (2°, 21, z2, 23) in the coder module. On the sixteenth -~ount or 
when the sixteenth clock pulse is produced, the 23-o output of the 23 scaler will 
go posi tive supplying a trigger signal to the 2 usee pause gate generator. The 
pause gate signal inhibits the scaler triggers and enables the mode gate stop 
tr igger generator. The next clock pulse (count No. 17) then passes thru the stop 
trigger generator, resetting the mode gate generator and ther-eby ending the mode 
gate. Note that the stop trigger generator is an AND gate requiring a positive 
24-o and 25-o signal from the coder scalers to be present. If either of these in
puts are removed, the stop trigger wil! not be generated and the mode gate will 
remain open . 
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The 1/P gate generating circuits produce an I/P enabling gate signal for approx
imately 25 seconds each time the !DENT switch is c losed. The I/P signal from 
the control panel supplies a trigger to the I/P gate generator aod an inhibit sig
nal to the I/P AND gate. The 1/P gate generator is a bisa.able multivibrator that 
produces the I/ P gate when triggered. When the !DENT switch is released, it 
r eturns to the "off" ;>osition, re-enabling the I/P AND gate. The I/P gate sig
nal then passes through the A!'<'D gate to a timer circuit. Approximately 25 
seconds later the timer supplies an output pulse that resets the I/ P gatE gene
rator ending the I/P gate. The 1/P gate signal is supplied to the 1/P <o:ld ~mer
gency cootrol circuits to generate the required code changing sig!J.;).is. 
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When the emergency switch is closed and no mode C signal is decoded, the emer
gency signal will be supplied to one input of the z5 scaler trigger generator. The 
25 scaler trigger will then be generated when the 24 scaler is triggered due to 
the 24-1 input. At the end of the second reply train the 24 scaler will be trig
gered as explained before, removing the z4-l input to the 25 scaler trigger gen
erator;· The 25 scaler is still in the set state and therefore the mode gate stop 
trigger generator is still inhibited. The mode gate will therefore remain open 
through the third coding cycle. At the end of the third coding cycle the z4 scaler 
is again triggered which supplies a trigger to the 25 scaler to change it back to 
its original state. At the end of the fourth coding cycle the 24 scaler is triggered 
again and at this time both the 24 and the 25 scalers will enable a stop pulse to be 
generated ending the mode gate. 

If a mode 3/ A interrogation signal is decoded when the EMERG switch is closed, 
the mode 3/ A emergency coding generator will be enabled which will supply a 
reply code changing signal to the coder module. This signal will automatically 
enable all A and B reply pulses and disable all C and D reply pulses regardless 
of the coding set on the control panel. The reply signal produced will then be a 
7700 signa,! . 

~ 

The I/P gate passes through two OR gates to the input of the 24 scaler trigger 
generator. At the end of the first reply train a z2-o pulse from the coder module 
is supplied to the other AND gate input. If no input is supplied to the inhibit ter
minal, a 24 scaler trigger is generated. If a mode C interrogation is decoded 
the mode C gate passes thro:fh the two OR gates to the AND gate. If no 04 pulse 
is present in the reply, the 2 trigger generator is inhibited. If the 04 pulse is 
present the inhibit pulse to the 24 trigger generator is inhibited by the mode c 
04 AND gate. Therefore, a mode,.. interrogation with the 04 pulse present will 
allow the z3-o pulse to produce a z4 scaler trigger at the end of the first coding 
cycle . The 24 trigger will set the 24 scaler removing the 24_0 input to the mode 
gate stop trigger generator (as mentioned before) . At the end of the second cod
ing cycle the 24 scaler is triggered back to its original condition allowing the 
mode gate stop trigger to end the mode gate. 

When the EMERG switch on the control panel is closed and an interrogation sig
nal is decoded other than mode C the emergency control signal passes through 
an OR gate to the 24 trigger generator allowing the 24 scaler to be triggered at 
the end of each reply train. If mode C is decoded the mode C gate inhibits the 
emergency control signal. 

When the EMERG switch is closed and a mode 1, 2 or 3/A interrogation is re
ceived the information between the two framing pulses will be removed 1:1 the 
second, third, and fourth pulse trains. The pulse train disable signal is pro
duced when the emergency signal is supplied by the control panel and not inhib
ited by a mode C gate. The emergency gate is supplied as one input to the pulse 
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train disable generator. Tbe second input is supplled when either the z-!-o scaler 
output or the 25-o scaler output is ~positive. The pulse train disable signal is 
then coupled through an OR gate to the code select matrix in !he coder module. 

When the E:\IERC switch is closed and a mode 2 or 3/ A interrogation is decoded, 
both the pulse train and the second framing pulse will be disabled in the second 
pulse train. Since there are only two pulse trains developed in i/ P the only cod
ing change will be the additior. of a second F 1 framing puL;e -! . 35 usee aiter the 
last framing pulse in the first pulse train. If the interrogation received was a 
mode l signal the F2 and pulse train disable generator will receive only one 
input (I/ PJ and a second fully coded pulse train will follow the first pulse train. 

When a mode C interrogation is received the second pulse train will only include 
the first framing pulse. Remember that a second pulse train .is only generated 
if the D4 pulse is present in the first pulse train. 

AOC CONTROL SIGNAL CIRCUITS 

The AOC control signal is generated in the reference s ignal generator module. 
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This signal limits the transmitted reply signal rate to any preset valve between 
500 and 1500 replies per second. Reply rate reduction is accomplished by grad
ually reducing the sensitivity '>f the IF amplifier as the limiting level is approach
ed. In this way, weaker interrogation signals are discriminated agamst in favor 
of stronger signals. Standardized pulses received from various circuits in the 
r~ceiver-transmitter are applied to an integrator circuit followed by a threshold 
circuit. When the input pulse rate becomes excessive, the output of the integrator 
will exceed the threshold level. The signal from the threshold circuit is the con
trol voltage that is coupled to the IF amplifier module. Since the level of the AOC 
eontrol signal is proportional to pulse rate, the gain reducing AOC signal will 
increase in proportion to the pulse rate. 

STOP TRIGGER 
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Three input signals are fed to the integrator circuit. A pulse from the AOC ga~e 
generator is produ~ed at the beginning of the c lock gate (AOC 1) and at the end of 
the reply s \gnal (stop trigger) . When the system decodes and t~ansmits a moc!e 
2 emergency signal an additional pulse will be produced by the 2.; scaier (AOC2J. 
The output of the AOC gate generator will limit a mode l, 2, or 3A reply rate to 
1500 per sec . Mode 2 emergency replies are limited to ·aoo per sec. The second 
input is applied each time the system receives an invalid sidelobe interrogation 
signal (SLS coincidence). The third input is applied each time the mode -1 inter
rogation is decoded (mode 4 AOC gate). 

The quiescent (no signal) output level of the AOC control circuit is adjusted by 
the RCVR-SENS level adjust resistor on the front panel of the receiver-trans
mitter. 

MODULATOR-TRANSMITTER CIRCUITS 

The modulator incr eases the reply signal gain to a level sufficient to trigger the 
transmitter. The transmitter consists of a lighthouse triode vacuum tube 
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installed in a resonant cavity, Each trigger pulse from the modulator shock ex
cites the transmitter which produces a high level 1090 MHz RF signal for the 
length of the trigger pulse. The RF pulses from the transmitter cavity are 
coupled through the preselector in the RF module to the antenna and radiated. 

The mcidulator circuits are divided between two modules. The circuits that 
initially rece ive input signals are located in the reference signal generator mod
ule ·a nd are called the premodulator. The premodulator output signals are then 
coupled to the final modulator or driver c ircuits within the transmitter module. 
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The generated r eply signals fro:n th.? code~ modu!c :l.r e coupied tc t::t- l:l;;u~ oi an 
AND gate with the output of the clock pulse generator. Each comcide::: pulse is 
coupled through an OR gate to the s tandby control A"D circuit. When the funct
ion switch on the control panel is in "STBY" (standby), the inhibit signa l pr e
vents further processing of the modulator s ignal. The reply signal is coupled to 
a pulse shaper that developes a sharply defined 0. ~ usee output pulse for each 
input pulse. The reply signal is then amplified further and couple,d out to the 
transmitter module. 

Mode 4 reply signals and auxiliary trigger signals are also coupled to the pre
modulator circuits. These signals follow the same path as the coder generated 
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pulses after triggering the auxiliary internal suppressor multivibrator. Each 
pulse is also coupled to the suppressor output terminal. 

The auxiliary internal suppressor produces a 35 usee gate to inhibit further sig
nal decoding. The suppressor output signal may consist of mode 4 or auxiliary 
input signals or the clock gate signal from the decoder module. 

TEST MODULE 

The test module receives input signals from various circuits throughout the 
receiver-transmitter unit. Each input signal will light its corresponding moni
tor light indicating that the circuit monitored is operating correctly. The input 
signals whose time duration is too short to keep the monitor lamp illuminated 
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are 1.1sed to trigger monos table multi vibrators in the test module. Each ml.llt!
vibrator will prod1.1ce an output pulse with approximately 5 MS duration when 
triggered by an input signal. The multi vibrator outputs are then coupled to the 
indicator lights. The circuits monitored are as follows: 

• Crystal Current • Coder 
• Receiver Video • Transmitter Oscillator 
• Decoder • High Voltage Power Supply 

A test 5wltcb on this module will induce noise in the IF amplifier of sufficient 
magnitude to trigger any selected mode gate generator when pressed. The re
ceiver-transmitter will then generate a. reply signal. 

POWER SUPPLY 

Tbe power supply module furnishes regulated and unregulated voltages for the 
system. Input voltage is 115 volts, AC. Tbe unregulated output voltages are 
+45 volts, DC, 6.3 volts, AC, and 1 volt, AC. The regulated output voltages 
(D-C ) are +100, +20, +10, +6, +4, - 2, -4, -6, and - 20 volts, DC. The power 
suppl:fcontains transient suppressor circuit that will automatically r!!duce the 
input voltage to a safe valve if it rises above 140 volts, AC. 
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